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Programma

15.45 uur Welkom en introductie BTG/TGG door Petra Claessen

15.55 uur Introductie thema en doornemen programma door Christian Visser

16.00 uur Rob Heemskerk, NorthC Datacenters

16.20 uur Fouad Allabari, HSO

16.40 uur Data & AI journey IBM door Christian Visser

17.00 uur Afsluiting
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Wie is NorthC 

• Marktleider in regionale datacenters

• 10 datacenters in Nederland

• Region Connect Ring

• Carrier- en cloudneutraal

Onze klanten 

Wat wij onze klanten beloven

• Uw data altijd veilig en altijd bereikbaar

• Bouwen aan sterke relaties

NorthC Datacenters



Soorten datacenters 

• Zeer groot

• Eigendom zijn van grote 
techbedrijven zoals Google, 
Amazon, Microsoft en Facebook

• Single-tenant

• Groot

• Servers van externe klanten 
faciliteren

• Diverse klanten zoals 
hostingproviders, banken, 
scholen, ziekenhuizen en 
gemeentes

• Multi-tenant

• Klein

• In een eigen 
kantoorgebouw

• Omgebouwde 
kantoorruimte

• Single-tenant

Hyperscale Colocatie Bedrijf (intern) 



Alles wat online gebeurt, is 
terug te leiden tot een 
datacenter

Rol van 
datacenters



Digitale economie

• Datacenters fundament digitale 
economie

• Duurzame datacenters

• Nederland grootse datacenter Europa 

• 74% van datacenters gevestigd in 
metropool Amsterdam 

• Nederland toegangspoort van Europa 



Datacenters zijn het 
fundament

Big Data



Cloud en Big Data

Public Cloud Private Cloud
- Colocation

Hybrid / Multi Cloud

Company data 
center



Data repatriëring



Resumé

• Vitale infrastructuur
• Positie van een datacenters 
• Groeiende waarde naar connectiviteit hub
• Repatriëring van data
• Wat maakt Nederland uniek



Zijn er nog 
vragen?
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belangrijkste big data trends in 2021
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A Personal Introduction

Managing Director HSO Analytics

15 years in Data & AI

+ 100 projects

fallabari@hso.com

Fouad Allabari

mailto:fallabari@hso.com
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HSO: Microsoft Solution Integrator

1200+
Employees 

28 offices
in Europe, US & Asia

190M
revenue

34 years
industry experience

100%
Microsoft
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Global trends02
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Micro services

Data 

empowered 

people

security & 

compliancy

digital 

leadership 

information overload
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Data trends

Data and AIData culture
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Data culture

(big) data
• Quantity of data is the fuel of a new era 

in fact-based decision making 

Business impact of data
1. better satisfying customers 
2. streamlining operations
3. clarifying strategy & 

achievements

Companies have 

• decade amassed data

• invested in technologies

• paid handsomely for analytical talent

Yet for many companies a strong, data-driven culture remains elusive, and data are rarely the 
universal basis for decision making.
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Why is it so hard?

Blame IT and infra
1. We don’t have the right data
2. To complex to collect data
3. To expensive
4. IT not mature enough

The REAL reason is cultural
• It is simple to describe how to inject data into a decision-making process 

• It is far harder to make this normal, even automatic, for employees a shift in mindset that 

presents a daunting challenge

• distilled 5 data commandments to help create and sustain a culture with data at its core

5 data commandments
1. Lead by example
2. Get the basics in place
3. flexibility vs consistency
4. Use analytics to help employees, not just 

customers
5. data science is a business science
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Becoming data-driven

1

Lead by example

Lead by example

Data-driven culture 
starts at the (very) top

Decisions must be 
anchored in data (the 
standard and not 
exceptional

2

basics in place

Fix the basics 

Most people complain 
that they struggle to 
get even the most 
basic data within the 
company

3

Consistency

Consistency vs 
flexibility

Be willing to trade 
flexibility for 
consistency, at least in 
the short term

Companies depend on 
different “data 
philosophies’”

Companies waste 
countless hours on 
what should be the 
coding standards

4

Empower

Analytics to help 
employees and not 
only customers

Empowering 
employees to wrangle 
data themselves 
increases employee 
satisfaction

Only if the immediate 
goals directly benefit 
them; by saving time, 
helping avoid rework, 
or fetching frequently 
needed information

5

Data science

Data science is 
business science 

Data science can’t 
survive or provide 
value if it operates 
separately from the 
rest of the business
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Data trends

Data and AIData culture
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Data and AI

what is really the case regarding AI?

AI
• A container of all terminology regarding Machine 

Learning, algorithms, Deep learning, cognitive services etc. 

• We are doing this already for 70 years

Business impact of AI
“We don’t know what AI is, but we 
know the potential impact is huge 
(at least that is what the expert are 
saying)”

Analytics vs AI

• What is the difference

• Some say analytics some say AI, machine learning

• What is what
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Data and AI
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Data and AI

ADVANCED ANALYTICS

Artificial

Intelligence

COGNITIVE ROBOTICS

COMPUTER

VISION

AUTOMATED

PLANNING AND

SCHEDULING

SEARCH

NATURAL

LANGUAGE

PROCESSING

REASONING

MACHINE

LEARNING
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Data and AI
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Data and AI

AI
• It is indeed the next revolution in business

• It will impact our way of working and living!

Business impact of AI
“Every business will be impacted by AI if 
you like it or not, you should ask yourself 
when this will happen and what will it do 
to your business if you don’t evolve with 
it?”

Analytics vs AI

• AI is a separate discipline but mentioned quite 

often with analytics due to effect of combining 

both – next step in analytics evolution

• AI is not replacing people but nearly changing the 

balance in business (as electricity and the car did)

What’s the biggest challenge with AI?
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What’s the biggest challenge with AI?

It is NOT
• People

• Tooling/ coding

• Skills

• Bias

• Costs

• Computer power
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What’s the biggest challenge with AI?

It is

Ethics
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To be the leading global provider 

of technology driven business 

solutions that improve the 

business performance and 

results of our clients.

Thank you for your 

time and attention!

Fouad Allabari
Managing Director HSO Analytics

fallabari@hso.com

mailto:fallabari@hso.com
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Data & AI journey in IBM



The AI Gap

• According to research from Gartner, only 12% of enterprise in EMEA had 
deployed AI in 2019, but a staggering 80% were planning to do so by 2022. 

• The main three barriers for scaling AI for businesses are related to:

• trust or skepticism with AI outcomes, 

• quality and complexity of data,

• and the required skills and talent for building and deploying AI.



The AI Gap Briefing 



The AI Gap Briefing 



The AI Gap Briefing 

• Data must be governed, secure, accessible and 
applicable

• Most time is spend on collecting and cleaning data 
and completing this task with AI – frees up time

• Train your employees on the right skills and align 
them to your data strategy.

• Actively recruit talent with AI and Data (scarce)
• Create / Offer a career path 
• Cultural change: change management

• Where human judgement is excercised, there is an 
opportunity to infuse data and AI

• Find opportunties to automate and implement 
process efficiencies, reduce complex processes

• Processes strech across supplychain, procurement, 
finance, real estate, operations, marketing & 
comms

• AI systems are able to see across all data
• A single datalake or data platform (Information 

Architecture) as a reliable source
• Use of hybrid cloud services , open by design 
• Trust : explainable AI; prevent bias



The AI Gap Briefing 

Data & AI Hybrid Cloud enterprise IT architecture



Examples
CEDP : enterprise data platform

Self-service enterprise data platform for business users 
to ingest, extract, transform and analyze data. Provides 
robust AI building blocks through API’s, AI and devops 
services.

Client 360 degree insights: 

A single enterprise standard and certified view of client 
data, enhanced with AI-powered insights. Leading to 
30% time savings for sellers.

Helpdesk: 

Watson voice recognition unit allows a caller to speak in 
a more conversational way using AI. Inaccuracy in ticket 
routing improved with 60%.

Automated metadata generation:

An AI powered process for curating, verifying and 
classifying data. Reducing the cycle time of adding a new 
data source from multiple weeks to days or hours. Auto-
AI now available in Watson Studio – Cloud pak for data.



Conclusion
• Create a data strategy and plan and take 

each step of the AI ladder

• Think of Data, People, Process and 
Technology as part of your enterprise AI 
blueprint.

• No AI without information architecture: 
RH openshift hybrid cloud, APIs to create 
self service model on your central data 
lake. 

• Explainable AI and trust in your AI 
outcomes are crucial building blocks.




